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Optical properties of excitons in polar semiconductors: Energies, oscillator strengths, and
phonon side bands

M. Matsuura~ and H. Biittner~

(Received 5 September 1979)

The optical properties of Wannier excitons interacting with LO phonons are discussed in terms of the
oscillator strengths and optical-absorption coefficients. The quantities were calculated for the zero-phonon
line and their phonon side bands in single-photon absorption as well as two-photon absorption. General
properties of the optical spectra are described for the ground state and the first excited states. Numerical
results for the cuprous halides and cuprous oxide compare satisfactorily with experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The optical spectra of polar semiconductors
provide a rich variety of information about the
electronic states of the materials and their inter-
action with phonons. Besides the energies of the
excitonic system one can determine the oscillator
strength of the various transitions and their pho-
non side bands. The theoretical investigations
started with the work of Haken' who gave a nice
qualitative explanation for the effective interac-
tion between an electron and a hole in a polar ma-
terial. More recently a thorough quantitative dis-
cussion of the problem has been given in Refs.
2-4. The results for the ground-state energy of
the relatively simple variational approach are in.

good agreement with other more involved methods
and with experimental data. "' To our knowledge
there exists no comparable quantitative work for
the other properties, like oscillator strengths"
and phonon side bands. ' " The calculation of
these quantities should give a much more strin-
gent test to the excitonic wave function than it is
possible with the determination of energies. In a
recent communication" the method of Pollmann
and one of the authors' (referred to PB hereafter)
has therefore been extended to a study of these
quantities in allowed transition. s in single photon
absorption (SPA) measurements and the agree-
ment with experiments on CuCl and CuBr was
satisfactory. In the present work we will extend
these calculations to forbidden single photon ab-
sorption and allowed two photon absorption (TPA).
In Sec. II energies and wave functions for the ex-
citon-phonon system are obtained for any internal
state of an exciton. From these oscillator
strengths and optical absorption coefficients of
zero phonon lines and their phonon side bands were
calculated in Sec. III. In Sec. IV general proper-
ties of the results of Secs. II and III are discussed
as functions of the various physical parameters.
In Sec. V results are applied to cuprous halides

(CuCI, CuBr, and Cul) and cuprous oxide. The
final summary is given in Sec. VI.

II. ENERGY AND WAVE FUNCTION OF THE
EXCITON-PHONON SYSTEM

p2 p2
H = + —+ V(r) + Z @+a a.

2M 2p,

+ A& v p. r e'" "a.„+H. c. (2. l)

O.(r) = exp(is, k r) —exp( is, , k. r),

s, = m,./M (i = 1, 2)

ap.d the interaction

F~v„= —i(2ne'Ace/Ve*k')'i', (q+) '=q '

(2.2)

(2.3)

Here the center-of-mass (c.m. ) motion and the
relative motion of the exciton are described by
the first three terms, where M=m, +m„
p= m, .m, /M with the electron mass m, and the
hole mass m, , and P, p, and 5, r are c.m. and
relative momenta and coordinates, respectively.
The potential V(r) = —e'/e„r+ J5(r) represents the
Coulomb plus exchange interaction (with the con-
stant parameter J). The at(a„) is the creation
(annihilation) operator of the LO phonon with the
wave vector k and Pc@ is the LO phonon energy.

Following PB, the foll. owing two unitary trans-
formations were performed:

I

U, =exp i g —gka-, a-„~ 5
k

(2.4)

and

We consider a nondegenerate isotropic two-band
model for a Wannier exciton interacting with the
LO phonon. The Hami. ltonian for the system is
written as
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U, = exp( g[F.*(r)a.—F.(r)a.] ~
(2 5)

H, k at+ H.c.

with the choice of
+ H, k, q a-a&+H2' k, q a a;+H. c.

k, 8

F (r) =v*[f' exp( —is, k. r) f'exp(is, k. r)]. (2.6) +H3+ H4, (2.13)

The total momentum of the exciton-phonon sys-
tem Q=P+p-Kala is a constant of motion. The
first transformation V, eliminates the c.m. co-
ordinate 5. The second transformation shifts the
phonon coordinate as seen from U,'aIU, = al —E.*(r)2 g 2

and the amount of the displacement will be deter
mined later. The transformed Hamiltonian H and
the wave function I C ) are given by

+ f~exp(is, k r)/mph'. p/~] (2. 14)

where the various coefficients are defined as fol-
lows:

H, (k) = Ax v.*([1-(1+R',k')f-']exp( —is,k r)

[1-f-„'(1+R',k')] exp(is, k r)

+ [f-„'exp( is,k r)/m,

and

H= U, 'U, 'HU, U,

IC )= U, 'U, 'I+).

(2.7)

(2.8)

H, (k, q) = v.*v.p'k qp. f * exp[- is, (k —q) r/m,

+f.'f2&* exp[is, (k —q) r]/m, ),
(2.15)

Here 14) is the original wave function corres-
pon. ding to H. For the discussion of optical ab-
sorption, one may set Q=0. Using the product an-
satz I C ) = („(r)10), where g„(r) is the wave func-
tion of the relative motion specified by n, and
10) is the phonon vacuum state, the state-depen-
dent variational parameters f'- have been deter-
mined in PB by minimizing the expectation value
of H. Under the reasonable assumption of a sym-
metric charge distribution I~ tP„(r) I' =

I y„(—r) I
',

we may easily keep the state dependency of fz for
any internal state n and obtain

H, = — v~ k q;exp —is2q r
k, 4

—f-', exp(is, q r))/M]ataxia. + H. c.,

k q 2M a~a~ .„a&.
k, i

(2.18)

H,'(k, q) = v*.vs'k. q —,'Q'f exp[ —is, (%+q) r]/m,

+f -„'f~ exp[is, (k+ q) r)/m g,
(2.16)

The first two terms of H, H,„, and H,„are diag-
onal with respect to the exciton relative motion
and the phonon state. In the present work we will
consider only these diagonal terms. The off-diag-
onal term H' may be quite important for interfer-
ence effects of two exciton-phonon states. In some
cases exciton-phonon bound states" may be ex-
pected. These problems are neglected for the mo-
ment and will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.

For H,„ the eigenfunction P„(r) with energy E„
is calculated variationally from E„= ( |)t„lH,„I („).
For H,„the wave function 1 m) and the corres-
ponding energy E are given by

[1 —G "(k)][1+Rgk~+G "(k)]
(1+R',.k') (1+R,'.k') —[G"(k) P

(2 9)i Wj= 1, 2,

H=H, „+H,„+H', (2.10)

2

H„=—+ V(r) —2&tugl v-I (f-' —(f-') (1+ R', k')/2]

where the polaron radius R,.= (8/2~m, )'~' and.
G"(i")= jeer I tt„(r) I 'exp(ik r). In the following we
will suppress one of the upper indices of f„-"", n,
for brevity.

For the f' in (2.9) the Hamiltonian H is given by

+2@co tv-I' „'+ ' — ' '-„cos k. r (2.11)
(2. 19)

and

A+A k 2M a-„a-„, (2.12)

under the conditions„-n-=m, where n- is the oc-
cupation number of the LO phonon. with the wave
vector R. It should be noted that the phonon state
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is specified by the distribution of the n~. The cor-
responding total wave functions and energies are n(hv) = Qn„(h v) = Qgn„«&(hv) .

n . n )=0
(3.6)

4„„=U, U, $„(r) Im), E„=E„+E (2.20)

III. OSCILLATOR STRENGTH AND OPTICAL ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENT

Characteristic quantities for the optical absorp-
tion are the oscillator strength f and the optical
absorption coefficient n of the various transitions.
In this chapter we will calculate these quantities,
using the energy and the wave fun. ction obtained in
the previous section. At first we consider a sing-
le photon absorption (SPA). For a transition
from the ground state E, to the excited state E„
one obtains (cf. Refs. 14 and 15)

p&'} = q M,* „exp( g„/2) 0 exp gF-„*(0)a-„m
y t

k

x &I}„(0),

where g„ is given by

(3.7)

Here f„'" and n'„"(hv) are due to the zero phonon
line of the exciton state 4„(r), while f&™and

(hv) for m ~ 1 are due to its m-phonon side
ban. d. It has been assumed that the sum over all
possible configurations involving I phonons has
been performed in each m-phonon side band.

In the case of allowed transition we may obtain

f= cy Ql P„"'
I

' (3.1)
g=FO2=v2& — 22

k R

(3 6)

n, m

hvn(h v) = c+IP ~I&'6(E„—E, —hv),
n, m

(3.2)

Note that g„ is a state-dependent quantity since
f-„' is state dependent. After averaging over the dif-
ferent polarizations of the photon, we obtain. the
following results for f„"' and n'„"(hv) (i= 0, 1,2)":

where c& and c are constants and h v is the ener-
gy of the photon. The optical transition matrix
element P'„" is given by

and
(3.9)

f &0'& g I q (0) I 2exp( g ) f&&& f&"&g ~ f&~& f&"&g/2

P&„" = ge M,*„(q)(OIA„(q, —q) I 0), (3.3) h vn& '(h v) = Bf„'"6(E + E„—h v), (3.10)

where & is the polarization vector of the photon. and

M,„(q) is the optical transition matrix element be
tween the conduction and valence electrons. The
amplitude A„(%,q) is given by the Fourier trans-
formation of the total wave function 4„

exp i k+q ~ exp i s, —qs, ~ r
lj, a

(3.5)

x A „(t&,q) I 0 ) . (3.4)

According to the nonzer o value of 1VI,„(q =0) the na-
ture of the optical transition is differen. t. The case
M,„—=9 (q = 0) c0 is called the allowed transition,
while the case M, „=O and (sM,gsq)&, x 0 is called
the forbidden transition. "

For both cases the oscillator strength and the
optical absorption coefficient may be calculated
from (3.3). For convenience these quantities may
be rewritten as a sum of the individual contribu-
tion from the excited state n, m. The oscillator
strength and the absorption coefficient may be
written. as

Qf -Q Qf&o
n n (~0

hvn'" (hv) =Bf„'"Q ir, (0) i'

x 6(E +E„+f&~+h'k'/2M —hv),

(3.11)
h vn'„" (hv) = Bf„'"'g iF~(0)E;(0) i'/2

k4

x 6(E +E„+2h&d+ h (k + q )/2M —hv).
(3.12)

The new constants A and B include the previous
constants cz, c, the dipole matrix element M
and the effect of the polarization. E is the band

gap. The results of (3.9)-(3.12) indicate that in

the allowed transition case only the s-exciton
states and their phonon side bands are observed.
The magnitude of the phonon side band depends on
the value of g„and thus is state dependent. Since
g„ is zero for equal electron and hole masses, the
phonon side bands are expected to be observed
most easily in materials which have a small elec-
tron-to-hole mass ratio. While the zero-phonon
state appears as a sharp line in the absorption
spectra, phonon side bands have a broader struc-
ture whose shape depends on. the exciton state n.

For the case of a forbidden transition the follow-
ing P„'„are obtained from (2.20), (3.3), and (3.4):
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Q
8 0 U2 ~ r r~ 0

f(() f(() +f((& ~((& (h v) —~ (()+ ~((&
n 5p ns n n, P n, ,s' (3.14)

Here f ((~& and (&„" ~&( hv) are unequal zero only for P
states. After taking into account of possible three
states for p states, these are given by

(3.13)

where the sum of l is over x, y, ands. The oscil-
lator strength f„"' and the absorption coefficient
(x„" &(hv) have two different contributions

and similar formulas as (3.10) (3.12) with the re-
placement of o. ((~&(hv), B', and f('~& instead of
&„( (hv), B, and f„', respectively. The constants
A' and J3' have absorbed the effect of polarization
and the factor SM, „/()q„being assumed to have the
cubic symmetry. The other contributions in (3.14),
f(", and (x„",(&h v), are finite only for s-exciton
states. Their first three terms are given by

f„"',=o, f„',=&'I 4„(0)l'exp(-g„)g„, f„"'.=f„"',g„

(3.16)

f„(0~& = 3A'
I S gg S r

I ~', exp ( g„),
f(1) f (0+) f(2) f(0@)2/2 (3.15).

and

hvo. „",(h v) = 0 (3.17)

hvn„, (hv) =B'I »)„(0) I 'exp( —g)g ~SF~(r)/Sr ~', , 5(E,+ E„+h(d+ h'h'/2M —hv), (3.18)

hvn„, (hv) =B
~ g„(0) I 'exP(-g ) Q ISF-„(r)F,(r)/Sr I-,',/26(E, +E + 2'(d ~ yP(h'+g)/2M hv}.

kgq
(3.19)

The new factor for phonon side bands g„' is written
as

g'= ~F r ~r - = 5 k 8 .+8

(3.20)

The expressions for f~"~ and n„"~& are similar to
those in the allowed case except the factor I 8 ((„(r)/
Srl-,', instead of I &I&„(0)I'. The contributions aris-
ing from f„"'„c(('&are quite different in nature.
They include a derivative of (0IU, I m ) with re-
spect to r in (3.13) and represent the indirect pro-
cess to the phonon side band of the s exciton. The
zero-phonon line is missing and only the phonon
side bands are possible. Their magnitude depends
on the quantity gn and g„'. It may be noticed that
g„ is finite for any mass ratio unlike g„. Thus
the phonon side bands of the s exciton in a forbid-
den transition may be quite different from those in
a direct transition.

In a final step we will consider briefly the op-
tical absorption coefficient a(hv„hv, ), due to the
TPA in the case of allowed transitions. using two
band models. " Suppose that there are two differ-
ent photon beams: a laser wi. th the fixed energy
hv, and the polarization vector g„and a weak and
continuous lamp, whose energy and polarization
vector are denoted by h v, and q, . The absorption
coefficient (x(hv„hv, ) is written as" "

l

o((hv„hvar = c', v', v, P P„"~'6(E„—E,—hv, hv )
n

(3.21)

P( & = q, ~ M, „q IS (0I U, I m ) g„(r)/()r]&

max „+(1 —2)~ —hv~
(3.22)

in the allowed transition case. If the polarizations
are parallel, we obtain

o.(hv„hv, ) =c'„' v, v,Q[s (OIU, Im ) p„(r)/sr]p (&

n, fn

x 6(E„—Eo —hv, —hv, ),
(3.23)

with the transition matrix element P~" which
describes the transition from the ground state Pp
to the excited state E„ through intermediate
states.

In the calculation of the transition matrix element
P„"', the sum over the intermediate states is rath-
er difficult. In the case of a pure Wannier exciton
model having a hydrogenic series of energies, the
sum can be performed exactly with the use of the
Coulomb-Green function. ' ' However, under the
influence of the LO phonon the energies and the
wave functions of the exciton state change consid-
erably and the exact summation seems not to be
feasible. In the present work a simple approxima-
tion is used. The energy denominator En —E, is

I

replaced by some average value ~, which is in-
dependent of the intermediate state n', m'. '" Us
ing the completeness of the intermediate state,
P+' reduces to
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where the new constant c"has absorbed the pre-
vious constant c', the effect of the polarization,
and the factor [(&E—hv, ) + (bE —hv, ) ']'. There-
fore, within our approximation the two-photon ab-
sorption spectra for the allowed transition is simi-
lar to the one-photon absorption spectra in the for-
bidden case. Defining the oscillator strength of
the TPA being proportional to the right-hand side
of (3.23) without v', v, and the delta function, we
may use the same formulas for the oscillator
strength and the absorption coefficient as in the
forbidden transition of SPA in the discussion of
properties of TPA. -

In the hydrogenic Wannier exciton case, the
present type average energy denominator approx-
imation has been shown to be reasonably good
when

Rf R2

T1C1
CuC1"
Zno
CdSc
CuBr"
CdTed
CuI '
GaAs d

0.21 4.3
0.35 3.0
0.19 1.8
0.14 1.7
0.20 1.3
0.08 1.1
0.21 0.77
0.06 0.28

5.2 0.83
12.5 0.12
2.2 0.47
1.9 0.26
7.1 0.20
1.0 0.29
4.0 0.24
0.2 0.17

1.6 1.5
1.6 0.6
1.9 1.3
2.4 1.2
2.0 0.9
3.1 1.7
2.0 1.0
3.9 1.6

1.4
0.7
2.3
2.9
1.3
5.1
1.6

15

TABLE I. Values of physical parameters used in the
present work for several polar semiconductors; the re-
duced bare mass p/nz, the electron-phonon coupling
constant G', the strength of the Coulomb binding
g„/I( = pe4/2h & ~ ~, the electron-hole mass ratio
0., the electron polaron radius Rf, the hole polaron radi-
us R2, and 1g exciton radius rfg 1.5{mB~/p(R ) . All
lengths are in units of R&~, f= (6/2~~) ]=1.

Es/(E, —h v ) = k', n = 1,2 (3.24)

IV. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF AN EXCITON POLARON

In the present section general properties of an
exciton under the influence of the LO phonon are
discussed. If the exchange potential is neglected
for the moment, our system is-characterized by
the following four physical parameters: The re-
duced mass in units of the free electron mass
(m) p/m, the electron-hole mass ratio o = m, /rn„
the strength of the Coulomb binding in units of the
phonon energy 6t„/8~ = ge'/2F'&'„~, and the Froh
lich electron-phonon coupling constant n= e'(m/
28'co)'~'/q*. These parameters are given in Table
I for various semiconductors. Actually these
four parameters are not completely independent.
Defining the static Rydberg energy 6t, = ge'/2Y&'„
the following relation is valid: (6to/A~)' '
= (6t„/p~)'~' —n(V, /m)'~'. Since both sides should
be positive, this restricts the range of the para-
meter values.

For a given set of parameters the eigenfunction
g„(r) and the eigenenergy E„are calculated varia-
tionally. The following ansatz for the wave func-
tions is used in our calculation for 1s, 2s, 3s, 2p,
and 3p states:

g „(r)=N „exp(- n,r),

g„(r) =N„(1 A,r) exp(——P,r),

(~,(r) =N„(1—A, r+ B,r') exp(- y,r),
g»(r ) = N»r c os 8 exp(- P~r),

g»(r) = N»(r —C,r') cos 0 exp (- y~r) .

(4. 1)

is much smaller than one (k ~0.5), where E is
the binding energy of the exciton. ' This criterion
may be also used in the present case as a rough
guidance for the validity of the approximation.

~ Reference 19.
~ Reference 13.
~ Reference 2.

d Reference 20.' Reference 21.

A. Energies of zero-phonon line

In Figs. 1—5 the following quantities are plotted
as a function of n for the Coulomb binding para-
meter (it„/P~= 5: The exciton energy E„; the ener-
gy difference bebveen s and p states bE„=E„,
(n= 2, 3); the effective Rydberg energy for the
nth exciton state (ft„=n'[(n, + n, )ffe E„], where
n&

—n(m&/m)'~' and n is the principal quantum num.

ber of n; the effective 1s state radius (r,'f, )„
= (r)„/n' for s states with (r)„=(g„~rl g„); the av-
erage virtual phonon number N,„„
=(4' „,,(Z-„a~a;(4 „,).

From these figures it can easily be seen that
polaron effects for the 1s state are quite different

Here the N, 's are the normalization constants and
A.&, B, , and C, are determined from the ortho-
gonalization condition. Only one additional para-
meter for each state (n&, P, , or y, ) is determined
by the variation of E„=( $„~JI,„~ g„). The optimal
wave functions and the corresponding energies are
then used to calculate the oscillator strengths and
absorption coefficients from Eqs. (3.9)-(3.12) or
(3.15)—(3.19). More complex wave functions will
increase the length of the numerical calculation,
but we believe that the main physical effects are
already described by the ansatz (4.1).

. Before discussing the results for various mater-
ials, we will give a general interpretation of the
physical effects for typical mass parameters
p=0. 2 m and a= 0.5(0.1). The corresponding po-
laron radii are It, = 1.83(2.13)~ R„and R, =

= 1.29(0.67).R, „where the free electron polaron
radius R„„=(A/2m(u)'~'
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W
6-

1S 2S
13s

1s

2S
3s

5

C
CL, W

0
0

I

a4
0

1S

2s
I 29

u4

FIG. l. Exciton energy E„vs electron-phonon coupling
strength 0. ; p/I =0.2, 8 /h~=-5, and 0=0.5 (solid lines)
and 0.1 (broken lines).

I"IG. 3. Effective Hydberg energy S„vs Q.'; S„
2=n [(ef+ Q2)S~ —E„], where n is the principal quantum

number of the exciton state n and n;= n(m;/m)' .; p, /m
= 0.2, (R~/Acr=5, and 0. —.—0.5.

from those for the excited states. The quantities
E„, (x",«)„, and N,», do not change much as a
function of n and N,„„is smaller by one order of
magnitude than N „-„and N,»,. This is explained
by the fact that the radius of the 1s state without
polaron effects r„[=1.5(mme/ii6t„)'~'R, „„t is
1.5 ~ R„„for p, =0.2 m and 8,„/Aran = 5. This is about
half the sum of the electron and hole polaron
radii R,+R, =3.1 (or 2.8).R„„. Because of this
small radius of the 1s state, the polarization
fields of both particles are expected to compensate
each other, even if the electron-phonon coupling
constant n becomes large. On the other hand, the
exciton radius for excited states r„" (=~,"p' for s
states) is larger than R, +R, and therefore the ex-
cited states feel stronger polaron effects with in-
creasing n. We find this situation in many semi-
conductors (see Table I). This observation is con-
sistent with the small number of the virtual pho-
nons in the 1s state in several polar semiconduc-
tors, as shown in PB. We remark here that for
o. ~ 4 and close to the limiting value ci= 5 (it = 0.2
m and (il„/5&v = 5) even the 1s state will show
stronger polaron effects.

In Fig. 2 it is seen that s states have lower ener-
gy than corresponding p states though the differ-
ence is not large. The s-p splitting increases for
small n and decreases for larger n. The increase

for small n is natural, because s and p states are
degenerate for n= 0. For larger n the exciton
states become more diffuse and their radii becom&
much larger than R, and R, (see Fig. 4). In this
situation the s-p splitting becomes smaller, be-
cause the splitting may be considered to originate
from the difference of the amplitudes of the s and
p wave function in the region r ~B, or R,.

B.Oscillator strength of zero-phonon line

For the allowed transitions in SPA the oscilla-
tor strengths are calculated as a function of a. In
Fig. 6 the ratio of oscillator strengths f„"'/f,", '

(0) ~'exp(-g„)/~ g„(0)('exp(-g„) is plo tted for
the parameter 6I„/)I~=5. For large n this ratio
becomes quite small and deviates considerably
from the hydrogenic value (that for n =0). One
reason for this deviation is that for increasing n,
the excited-state wave functions are much more
diffuse than the 1s wave function (Fig. 4). Another
reason is the large difference of g„between the
1s state and excited stites, which is shown in
Fig. 7. The relative importance of these two ef-

C
w

0,06

A

u)e- 4J v-
L

V 6-
'3s

2s

0,04
A=2

1S

OQ2

Il=3

0
0

I

u 4

0 1

0 1 2 3 g, 4

FIG. 2. Energy difference 4E„=E„,—E„& (n =2, 3) vs
e; p/m=0. 2, (R /Su=5, and 0=0.5.

FIG. 4. Effective 1s exciton radius (rifaf)„= (r)gg2
(in units of free electron polaron radius R&~~) vs n; (r)„
is the average radius of the exciton state n; p/m =0.2,
S' /Sco = 5, and cr = 0.5 (solid) and 0.1 (broken) .
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0
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3S,3p 2p, 2s
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/~/
3p, 3s

2p
25
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fects may be estimated from the value of g„. For
0 =0.5, g„ is small and the diffuseness of excited
states is more important. For a small electron-
hole mass ratio o =0.1, g„ is large and quite
different for the 1s and the excited states. In
this case both effects are important to understand
the behavior of the oscillator strength. In Fig. 8
the ratio of the oscillator strengths f „"'/f /' is
shown as a function of 0 for n =1 and 3 and 6t /h~
=5. For comparison the ratio of the amplitudes

~
$„(0)~'/~ $„(0)~' is also plotted. For small c it

is quite different from the results of the full cal-
culation. This again clearly shoms that for the
small mass ratios o & 0.4 the oscillator strength
is reduced drastically by the factor exp(-g„). We
therefore expect an increase in the strength of
the phonon side bands.

To complete the picture we have plotted in Fig.
9 the oscillator strength as a function of 6t /Sar

for n =3 and two different o. The deviation from
the hydrogenic value is largest for the higher states
due to the large radii in the higher states.

The different results for cr =0.5 and 0.1 in Fig.
9 show again that for o =0.1 the factor exp(-g„) is
important throughout the region of dt' /h&u. The
actual value of g„ is shown in Fig. 10 for the para-
meter n =3 and o =0.1. Especially interesting is
the state dependency of g„. For state-independent

f ~, the value for g„would be a constant for eve'ry
state and independent of (R /h~. Considering the
important role of g„ for the oscillator strength in
the case of small electron-hole mass ratios, it is
of great importance to have state dependent f i),

"

capable of describing the physical situation in
much more detail.

Next the forbidden transitions in SPA (or the
allowed transitions in TPA) are discussed. For
the parameters 6t /h~ = 5 and 0 =0.5 (0.1) the
oscillator strength ratio f,~'~/f, ~c'~ does not differ
too much from the hydrogenic value 0.35 in the
region of 0 & n & 4 (20% at most). This is in con-
trast to the large deviation of the oscillator
strength ratio f „",'/f, ",' for the allowed transition
in SPA. It is explained by the fact that for the
parameters chosen, the 2P and 3p states both have
quite spread out mave functions. The polaron ef-
fects are nearly the same for these states. This
is also seen in the values for g„(Fig. 11), which
are nearly identical for both states. We have
also looked at the variation of f,"~'~/f,"~'„as a
function of 6t /h~ for n = 1,3 and a =0.5, 0.1.
Again the net polaron effects were quite small.
The ratio of the oscillator strength f,~'~/f, ~'~ is
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FIG. 6. Ratio of the oscillator strengths of the zero-
phonon lines f„o /f fg vs o. ; p/m=0. 2, S~/5'co=5, and
0=0,5 (solid) and 0.1 (broken).

FIG. 8. Ratio of the oscillator strengths of the zero-
phonon lines f„' /f&~ (as in Fig. 6) vs 0., compared with
the ratio of the exciton wave function

~ $„(0) ~

2/~ P, (0) ~

(broken); p/m =0.2 and S /5~=5.
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FIG. 11. Factors g„(for 2p and 3p) and g„'

=+jl &'~l k (s2f-„+sg-) (for 1s, 2s, and Bs) vs o.'; p/m
=0.2, (R„/km=5, and 0.=0.5 (solid) and 0.1 (broken).

roughly equal to the hydrogenic value within a
factor of 2 at most. Therefore we may conclude
that the value of the oscillator strength ratio
f,~'~/f, ~'~ is within the difference of some iactor
from the hydrogenic value and does not change
the order of magnitude.

C. Phonon side bands

For the allowed transitions in SPA, only the
phonon side band of s states can be observed.
The strengths of phonon side bands are governed
by g„as seen from (3.9}. Especially this factor
is directly given by the ratio of the oscillator
strength of the zero-phonon line and its one-
phonon side band g„=f„"'/f „'0'. Values of g„as a
function of n have been given in Fig. V. For large
a the oscillator strength of the phonon side band
is quite large especially for excited states. It
may be noticed that around n =4 g „for 2s and 3s
is about one. This means that the one-phonon
side band is as large as the zero-phonon line. The
line shape of phonon side bands in the absorption
spectra is shown in Fig. 12. The peak positions
are drawn in Fig. 13. The following general fea-
tures can be seen in. these figures. A compact
wave function produces a. broad structure, ex-
tended over more than the one-phonon energy in

some cases, while a diffuse wave function pro-
duces a distinct peak at energies 1.1 to 1.2 Sx
above the zero-phonon line. ' Therefore, the
1s-phonon side band has a broad structure, while
excited-state phonon side bands produce more
pronounced peaks. As an example for 6I /8~=20
the 1s-phonon side band is very much broader
and the height of its peak is lower than that of the
much sharper peak of the 2s-phonon side band,
even though the value of the oscillator strength of
the one-phonon side band f„' is four times larger
than fsu'. There may be physical situations where
the phonon side band of an excited state is easier
to observe than that of the 1s state.

Finally we discuss the phonon side bands for the
forbidden transition in SPA (or for the allowed
transition in TPA). In this case it is possible to
observe phonon side bands of P- and s-exciton
states. The phonon side bands of p states are
again governed by the'quantity g„. The value of
g„as a function of o.' for 6t-/5~ = 5 and o =0.5 and
0.1 has been shown in Fig. 11. The value of g„ is
quite large for o =0.1 and near y the same for both
2p and 3P states. Therefore, the phonon side
bands of P states are large and in some cases,
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FIG. 12. Line shape vo. (5v) of the phonon side bands
in the absorption spectra for allowed transitions in SPA
at photon energies kv; p/m = 0.2, a = 3, 0 = 0.1, and
(R /Sco = 5.(solid) and 20 (broken).
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may be as large as the zero-phonon line (for small
mass ratios). The general nature of the line
shape of the one-phonon side band P states is
similar to that for the allowed transition in SPA;
for the more diffuse wave function, the more
distinct peak appears. Also we see in Fig. 14 that
for the change of 61 /R~, the peak position of the
line shape for 2P and 3p states changes in a simi-
lar way as for 2s and 3s for the allowed transi-
tion in SPA (in Fig. 13).

The phonon. side bands of s excitons are governed
by g„and g„'. The values of g„'as a function of a
for 8, /5+=5 and @=0.5, 0.1 have also been shown
in Fig. 11. Unlike g„, the quantity g„' does not de-
pend much on a as expected from the expression
(3.20), and thus the strength of one-phonon side
bands of s excitons does not depend much on o.
The actual strength of the one-phonon side band
of 1s excitons is expected to be quite large com-
pared to the 2p zero-phonon line, as shown in
Fig. 15. This reflects the large value ot ~$„(0) ~2

compared to that of
~
&g»(r)/er~-', . The different

nature of the pbonon side band for s excitons is
also seen in Fig. 14; its peak position changes
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FIG. 14. Peak position of the one-phonon side band,
measured from one-phonon energy above the zero-pho-
non line, 4E~"=E~"-E„-@co vs (R~/Sco for forbidden
transitions in SPA (or for allowed transitions in TPA);
E~+'s are in units of the phonon energy Sco =1; p/m = 0.2,
n=3, and 0=0.1.
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FIG. 13. Peak position of the one-phonon side band,
measured from one-phonon energy above the zero-pho-
non line, 4E„"=E„"—E„—Scu vs (R~/Su for allowed
transitions in SPA; 4E~"'s are in units of the phonon en-
ergy bc@=1; p/m=0. 2, @=3, and 0=0.1.
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FIG. 15. Hatio of the oscillator strengths of one-pho-
non side bands of s states and the 2p zero-phonon line,
f„' ~/f&& &

vs n for forbidden transitions in SPA (or for
allowed transitions in TPA); p/m=0. 2, (R /hw=-5, and
0= 0.5 (solid) and 0.1 (broken).

differently from that for p states. 'This reflects
different forms of the absorption coefficient for
phonon side bands of p and s states, i.e. ,
and n„",'.

V. CUPROUS HALIDES AND CUPROUS OXIDE

In the present section the results of Secs. II and
III are applied to cuprous halides CuCl, CuBr,
and CuI, and cuprous oxide Cu,O. It should be
noticed that the physical parameters of the
cuprous halides are rather different, although
these materials have a relatively strong Coulomb
binding in common. Because of this wide range
of physical parameters and detailed experimental
informations on oscillhtor strengths and phonon
side bands in SPA and TPA, cuprous halides pro-
vide a good test for the theory. In a previous
publication, "calculations for CuCl and CuBr in
SPA were reported. In the present work, results
are presented for SPA and TPA in CuCl, CuBr,
and CuI.

The calculations have been performed in the
same way as in the previous work, "which is
described also in Sec. IV but with a finite exchange
potential. The following material paramete rs
wereused: &, =7.43, 5.7, and7. 6; &„=3.73, 4.41,
and 6.25; 8~=27.2, 19.8, and 18.6 (meV); m,
=0.392, 0.24, and 0.262 (rn); and m, =3.17, 1.2,
1.10 (m) for CuCl, CuBr, and Cul, respectively.
It should be noted that values of the masses have
been adjusted, so that the theoretical calculation
reproduces the experimental energy difference
between the 1s and 2s states, keeping the experi-
mental electron-hole mass ratio 0" and the avail-
able values of the exchange contribution'~~' fixed.
This procedure has been taken because previous
masses"" have been determined by the use of
Haken's potential for the effective potential bet-
ween the electron and the hole, which has now
been known to be unreliable in a quantitative dis-
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TABLE II. Experimental and theoretical values of physical quantities for the single-photon absorption in cuprous
haiides; zero-phonon energy E„, its oscillator strength f „, the energy of the peak position of the one-phonon side band
Ep", its oscillator strength f „, average phonon number N h„, and average radius &r)„. A11 energies are in meV and
relative to Eta and all lengths are in A.

E2s E3s f (0) f(0)

f(0) f (0)
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46 53 7 ~ 5 2.0
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161 179 24 0 67 . 190 208 8 0
161 177 1.4 0.19 54 195 209 1.5 7.9 8.2 0.20 - 2.0 2.9 51
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131

194

247

~ Reference 7. Reference 8. c Reference 29

cussion. Mass values obtained in the present
work may be considered to be more reliable bare
masses. Before presenting our results we re-
mark on the validity of the average denominator
approximation for TPA in Sec. ID. In the experi-
mental situation for CuCl and CuBr in Refs. 27
and 28, values of k in (3.24) are less than about
0.4. Then results of Chap. III may provide a
reasonable description for TPA in the present
case. In Tables II and III experimental and
theoretical values of physical quantities in SPA
and TPA are given. The overall agreement is
found to be quite good.

The energies of zero-phonon lines of both s and

P excitons in SPA and TPA are well reproduced
in all materials. The ratio of the oscillator
strength of the zero-phonon line differs from ex-
perimental values by a factor of 2 or 3. However,

we may consider this as a good agreement, since
the oscillator strength is a very sensitive test to
the actual wave function. To our knowledge there
has been no comparable agreement between ex-
periment and theory using the same wave function
for energies and oscillator strength. The ener-
gies and oscillator strengths of one-phonon side
bands are also in good agreement with the avail-
able experimental results. Experimentally there
have been no assignments for 1s-phonon side
bands. As stated in our previous work, "we con-
sider that the 1s-one-phonon side band is hidden
in the strong spin-orbit split band in CuCl and the
previous unidentified peak of 34 meV above E„is
conside red as the 1s-one-phonon side band in
CuBr. In CuI the present calculations show that
the 1s-one-phonon side band is quite weak and has
a broad structure whose peak is about 33 meV

TABLE III. Experimental and theoretical values of physical quantities for the two-phonon
absorption in cuprous halides; zero-phonon line energy E„, its oscillator strength f„p, the
peak position of the sum of the one-phonon side band of ns and np excitons E„s+P, its oscill-
ator strength/„', +P, average phonon number & &„, and average radius &r)„. All energies
are in meV and relative to E&s and all lengths are in A.
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above 1s-state E„. Therefore the 1s-one-phonon
side band is considered to contribute to a low-
energy tail of 2s exciton. This may explain why
the 2s-exciton spectra has an asymmetric
shape

The 2s-phonon side bands of SPA in all cuprous
halides have been identified experimentally. This
may be related to the fact that the 2s-phonon side
band generally has a more pronounced peak than
the Is-phonon side band (Sec. IV). Again calcu-
lated energies and oscillator strengths for 2s-
phonon-side bands are in reasonably good agree-
ment with the experiments (Table II). The slightly
higher energies of the calculated result might be
explained by an interference effect between the
phonon side bands and the continuum states which
may arise from the part of the Hamiltonian &'
neglected in the present calculation. As discussed
by Toyozawa, ' for a strong interference, an
exciton-phonon guasibound state (EPQBS) might
result and produce the peak at the energy of less
than one phonon energy above E„. However, in
cuprous halide the interference effect does not
seem to be strong.

It should be noted that in CuC1 our calculation
has reproduced a 2s-phonon side band as strong
as the 2s-zero-phonon line in agreement with the
experiment. In Table II this ratio of the zero-
phonon line and the phonon side band for the 2s
state should be compared with the small ratio for
the 1s state. It clearly shows the importance of
the state dependence of the f „'. If we had used
instead a state-independent f„'=(I+A',.k') ', the
same value for this ratio mould have resulted for
any state f „",'/f "'-0.83 in CuCI. This would mean
that the phonon side bands of both the 1s and the
2s states should be as strong as their zero-phonon
lines. This is an apparent contradiction to the
experiment for the ls state. The importance of
the state dependency can also be understood from
the ratio of the exciton radius to the polaron radii
Rj and R, as explained in Sec . IV. Value s of R,
+R, are 26, 41, and 42 A for CuCl, CuBr, and
CuI, respectively. The radius of the 1s state is
about half as large as R, +R, and therefore the
phonon clouds of the electron and hole largely
compensate each other. 'The radii of the 2s and
3s states are about twice and five times larger
than R, +R, and the polaron effects for these ex-
cited states are much more effective. This pic-
ture is confirmed by the virtual phonon number
N„ in the different states (Table II). The values
of N„are one order of magnitude smaller than
those for N„and N„.

The calculated oscillator strength of the 2s-
phonon side band becomes larger with decreasing
anionic mass (CuI, CuBr, and CuC1). This is in

accordance with the experimental spectra, though
explicit numerical values for the oscillator
strengths in CuBr and CuI have not been given in
experimental works. This tendency is mainly
due to the decreasing mass ratio.

The phonon side bands in the TPA are possible
for P and s states (Sec. III). Because of the small
energy differences of ns and np (n ~ 2) exciton
states their phonon side bands may overlap. In
cuprous halides the calculated oscillator strengths
for both p and s states have the same order of
magnitude: f,'~'~/f, ',",= 1.52, 0.7'7, and 0.35 for
CuCl, CuBr, and Cul, respectively. The energy
of the phonon side band is therefore denoted by
&„""

~ (peak position) and its oscillator strength
is the sum of the contribution of both states f„"'~.
Experimentally these peaks have been assigned
as one-'phonon side bands of the p state.

The calculated energies E„"~~do agree quite
well with the experimental results. The calculated
oscillator strength of the one-phonon side band of
both 2s and 2p states is as strong as zero-phonon
line of 2P in CuCl and much smaller in CuBr,
again in agreement with experiments. In addition
the two.-phonon side band of 2p and 2s excitons has
been observed in CuCl. From our calculation one
finds f~" ' ~/f,'~'~-O. V in accordance with the ex-
periment, although the theoretical line shape is
rather broad and not as sharp as in the experiment.

In the present average denominator approxima-
tion a large 1s-phonon side band is predicted in
TPA: f,", ',/f, '&'&-—16, 1.3, and 1.5 for CuC1, CuBr,
and CuI, respectively. Although the theoretical
line shape is rather broad with a maximum at
about 50 meV above E„in CuCl we think it should
be observable by its large oscillator strength.

Finally, forbidden transitions are discussed in
the SPA. A typical material is Cu,O. It is well
known that cuprous oxide shows a very nice hydro-
genic series for p states, called the yellom
series."" There are two LO phonons in cuprous
oxide both of which have been taken into account
in our calculation. All physical parameters used
in the calculation have been taken from Ref. 33.
The theoretical binding energies of the 2p and 3p
states are 23.V and 10.5 (meV), compared to the
experimental values" 24.2 and 11.0 (meV). The
calculated ratio of the oscillator strength of these
zero phonon lines f,'~'~/f, "~'~ is 0.33 and differs
very little from the hydrogenic value 0.35 in ac-
cordance with the experiment. Values of g„ for
the 2P and the 3P states are quite small, only
about 2 & 10 for both states. Thus the phonon
side band of the 2p and 3p states may not be ob-
servable. The above results indicate that a de-
tailed consideration of polaron effects is un-
necessary for p states. However, for the 1s state
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the situation seems to be rather different. The
oscillator strength of the one-phonon side band of
the ls state with the high-energy LO phonon (82
meV) turns out tobe as large as the 2P zero-phonon
line (f,",', /f,"~'~-0.3), while that of the low-energy
phonon (19 meV) is much smaller (f,",', /f, "~'~

-0.03)." Experimentally the phonon side band of
the 1s exciton, called the indirect transition to the
1s exciton, has been considered to make a back-
ground absorption for P series."" Therefore,
our result of a large 1s-phonon side band and a
very small unobservable phonon side band for p
states seems to be consistent with the experi-
ment.

VI. SUMMARY

We have discussed the variational calculation
of some optical properties of polar semiconductors
such as the transition energies, their oscillator
strength, and the absorption coefficient of the ex-
citon zero-phonon line and its phonon side bands.
The following general properties of excitons in
SPA (TPA) have been found: (1) The Coulomb in-
teraction in the excited exciton states is much
more screened than in the ground state (the virtual
phonon numbers differ by nearly an order of mag-
nitude). (2) The ratio of the oscillator strength

f „",'/f, ", ' for the zero-phonon lines in the s states
j.s strongly reduced compared to the hydrogenic
value. (3) The corresponding ratio for the for-
bidden transitions f,@~'~/f,@~'~ is nearly equal to
the hydrogenic value. (4) For not too small elec-
tron-phonon coupling and small electron-hole
mass ratios the phonon side bands of s states and

P states in allowed and forbidden (allowed in
TPA) transitions, respectively, are quite strong.
In some cases the one-phonon side bands for ex-
cited states may be as strong as their zero-
phonon lines. (5) Phonon side bands of forbidden
(allowed in TPA) transitions to s states do not
depend very much on the mass ratio and. may be-
come quite pronounced.

The detailed calculation for the cuprous halides
and cuprous oxide shows good agreement with
experimental data. The corresponding wave func-
tions not only yield satisfactory energies, but at
the same time reliable oscillator strengths and
phonon side bands.

However, one should note that for the excited
states there might be some improvements nec-
essary in the st'rong coupling limit, since the
self-energy for large n is not reproduced by our
method. For some materials the detailed band
structure may be important, like anisotropy" and
degeneracy. " But the general features of the
phonon influence as discussed above should not be
altered too much by these additional physical ef-
fects.
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